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To provide effective tactic supports in 
negotiation, this project have developed an 
visualized negotiation support system. The 
main features of this system are described as 
follow. First, to prevent the user from tedious 
parameter setting for a certain tactic, the 
system provide six tactics for the user, and let 
the user tune the corresponding parameters   
in a visual way. Consequently, the user can 
easily design a complex negotiation strategy 
by combining several tactics. Next, to obtain 
a win-win settlement, the MAUT model is 
used to model and predict the preferences of 
the opponent. The predicted results are then 
used by the user to choose a proper  
proposal in the next round. Besides, this 
project also develop an effective sequential 
pattern mining subsystem to assist the user to 
catch the opponent’s behavior other than 
tactics, such as the opening offer and the time 
to settle a negotiation. To demonstrate the 
effectiveness of the proposed system, 
simulated experiments including the 
human-computer and computer-computer 
modes are being performing. The results 
should also be helpful to show the flexibility 
of automated negotiation.  
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Algorithm IPL_Traverse 
For every node u in IL where u ( (children of 
root ) 
append u.pos to the end of positions 
for each child v of u 
traverse(IL, CT, u.trasnID, u.pos, positions, v) 
 
Function traverse(IL, CT, transID, k, positions, 
u) 
group = all node x in IL where x = u && 
x.transID=transID && x.pos>k 
 
if group is null then  
return 
if u is not leaf then  
for each node x in group 
append x.pos to the end of positions 
for each child v of u 
traverse(IL, CT, u.trasnID, u.pos, positions, v) 
else if u is leaf then 
for each node x in group 
append x.pos to the end of positions 








Determine L1,0 by scanning the database 
Determine 1-Item-Position-List by scanning the 
database 
For (k=2; Lk-1,k-2  EMBED Equation.DSMT4  
EMBED Equation.DSMT4     ; k++) do 
Ck,k-1=GetJoin(Lk-1,k-2,Lk-1,k-2) 
   Prune Ck,k-1 
    Construct the candidate tree from Ck,k-1 
Traverse the candidate tree and the supports 
only to the fields of the most specific patterns 
Build the compensation-working list 
For each leaf node 
Compensate the supports of the fields by 
following the working list 
EndFor 
Determine Lk,k-1 by removing those patterns 
with insufficient supports 
 






























• Hash?GFP2 +Hash  
• IPLH?IPL + HASH 
 






Table 1 ??????? CPU???? 
(??:?, DB:T20I4, Sup:0.015) 
DB/Method Base Hash IPL+Hash 
100K 256.297/1.0 190.047 129.891/.51 
200K 388.5/1.0 319.203 252.781/.65 
300K 565.891/1.0 516.453 458.25/.81 
400K 874.5/1.0 798.25 597.969/.68 
500K 906.093/1.0 862.375 763.953/.84 
600K 1179.828/1. 1054.34 916.094/.78 
700K 1672.0/1.0 1406.79 1256.531/.75 
800K 5503.844/1. 1481.42 1355.938/.25 
Average 1.0  .66 
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